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USER SENTIMENT ANALYSIS METHODS FOR ELDERLY SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS

SHUAIZHI SHEN∗

Abstract. For the analysis of user sentiment in social media networks for the elderly population, emotional sentences are first
extracted to classify movie reviews. Afterwards, social network data of the elderly population based on user search behavior is
analyzed. The movie reviews of elderly social media users are analyzed for rating prediction. The research results indicate that the
accuracy of sentiment classification results is in descending order of Dirichlet, maximum entropy, and support vector machine. The
highest classification accuracy of the three algorithms is 87.1%, 86.9%, and 86.5%, respectively. The classification accuracy of the
first level classifiers of Dirichlet, maximum entropy, and support vector machine are 90.7%, 88.7%, and 87.4%, respectively. The
classification accuracy of the second level classifier is 86.7%, 83.7%, and 80.4%, respectively. The predictive analysis results of the
research method are superior to those generated by using Slope One. The method proposed in the study can promote emotional
analysis of film review texts, improving the analysis accuracy.
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1. Introduction. In recent years, the rapid development of the Internet has made communication between
people more and more convenient. With the emergence of various new multimedia social platforms, commu-
nication around these platforms is also increasing day by day. Every day, tens of thousands of users express
their opinions on these platforms [1]. In textual information, there are abundant vocabulary with emotional
tendencies. These words can well reflect the user’s emotional state at a certain moment [2]. The comment text
of movies belongs to the common comment information on multimedia social media platforms, which contains
the emotions and opinions of social media network users. Moreover, by analyzing the same specific movie,
different users can better understand their emotional tendencies and analyze their emotions. At the same time,
analyzing the emotions in movie reviews will help clarify everyone’s overall view of the movie, thereby promot-
ing adjustments in movie promotion and scheduling. There is currently a lot of research on film criticism, but
in the traditional field of criticism, it is difficult to break through emotional analysis [3]. Personalized movie
recommendations are generally based on proactive recommendations, which use software to conduct a series of
data on users who have operated on the platform, including useful historical footprints, personal information,
and operations, in order to infer user preferences. After organizing user data, it is then analyzed and combined
with user preferences, Furthermore, targeted movie recommendations can be made to users. Due to the fact
that on multimedia social media platforms, movie review information not only affects audience choices and
viewing decisions to a certain extent, but also helps producers obtain feedback information from audiences in a
timely manner after watching a movie, allowing for targeted promotion. In order to analyze the emotions of the
elderly towards movies, make targeted recommendations based on emotions, and expand the film market for
the elderly, this study intends to use comment text information from multimedia social platforms to conduct
research on film recommendation and rating prediction methods. The article is mainly divided into five parts.
The first part is an introduction, which mainly introduces the research background and purpose. The second
part is a literature review, mainly summarizing the current research situation of different scholars at home and
abroad. The third part is the research method, the fourth part is the result analysis, and the fifth part is the
conclusion.

2. Related Work. Multimedia social platforms are gradually becoming text databases for viewpoint and
sentiment analysis. Higher requirements have also been put forward for the mining and analysis of public opinion
information. Chakraborty K and other scholars proposed a detection method based on social network user
similarity selection to analyze the emotions in social media data. Community-based user data technology and
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emotional evaluation methods have been studied and classified. The research results are conducive to analyzing
the emotions of social media data and promoting accurate understanding of social media expression content [4].
Abid et al. designed an emotional analysis method based on bidirectional recursive convolutional neural network
to solve the low accuracy of emotional data analysis in multi-source social media. The research results show
that compared with conventional sentiment analysis methods, the accuracy of this method is greatly improved,
reaching 89.67% [5]. The traditional Convolutional neural network cannot accurately capture the semantic
features in emotion analysis. Therefore, researchers such as Alam proposed a domain specific distributed
word representation method based on social media text resources. Then, the convolutional neural network is
expanded. The results show that this method can reduce the convolution dimension and expand the size of
Receptive field. It can combine different inflation rates to obtain long-term contextual semantic information and
reduce computational costs [6]. Ducange et al. designed a decision support system based on machine learning
text classification to improve the accuracy of online social media sentiment analysis. By combining sentiment
analysis engines, user emotions in comments are analyzed across sources. The research results indicate that
the accuracy of sentiment analysis using this method is as high as 90%, which is beneficial for analyzing users’
emotions and making improvements [7]. Vasishtha S and other scholars proposed an unsupervised analysis
system based on fuzzy rules for sentiment analysis of posts on social media. Fuzzy rules are used to calculate
and analyze the emotions in posts. The research results indicate that this method can be applied to all datasets.
Compared to traditional methods, it has higher performance [8].

Social media has become a new channel for product opportunities. Therefore, Jeong et al. proposed an
opportunity recognition method based on social media data. Through theme modeling and sentiment analysis,
product opportunities are mined and identified. Emotional analysis is used to evaluate product satisfaction.
The research results indicate that this method can promote users’ understanding of product emotions and
recommend products based on customer needs [9]. The mixing of multiple languages increases the difficulty of
recognition. Therefore, Bansal N and other scholars designed a language recognition system with mixed data
sets and logistic regression classifiers. The results show that the accuracy of Logistic regression is the highest,
86.63. This method helps to improve the recognition accuracy of mixed languages [10].

Based on the above research, it can be seen that machine learning methods have certain effects in emotional
analysis of social media data. However, there is limited analysis of user emotions in social media networks for
the elderly. Given the increasing popularity of movie reviews on social media, in order to analyze the emotions of
elderly users, strengthen movie recommendations for elderly users, and expand the video market for the elderly,
research will combine machine learning and other methods to analyze the user emotions of movie reviews.

3. User sentiment analysis of social media networks targeting the elderly population. In order
to analyze the emotional analysis of elderly social media network users towards movies, we aim to expand the
film market for the elderly population through emotional analysis. The study first analyzes social network data
based on user search behavior, then extracts emotional sentences from comments of the elderly population,
classifies movie comments, and finally analyzes movie comments of elderly social media users before conducting
rating predictions.

3.1. Analysis of Social Network Data for the Elderly Based on User Search Behavior. Currently,
with the rapid development of social media, a large amount of information has emerged on social media platforms.
Analyzing these data can provide more valuable information. So, research based on cloud technology has become
a very important way to obtain information. By exploring different search patterns, different search results
are revealed from different perspectives. Then the retrieval quality and retrieval behavior are analyzed [11].
An algorithm that combines user search behavior has been proposed. Based on the user’s search logs, their
relevant behaviors are extracted. Analyzing user behavior patterns can increase the volume of search information
services for users and find keywords. This operation can provide user behavior data for future rating predictions,
improving rating accuracy.

As a stable distributed computing architecture, Hadoop’s core is HDFS and MapRecurce. The most impor-
tant aspect of the Hadoop architecture is the implementation of distributed storage for the underlying framework
through HDFS. Distributed programming support for parallel tasks can be achieved through MapReduce. q

and C represent search behavior and click through volume, respectively. Users generally ignore the return
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Fig. 3.1: The statistical process of users’ search keywords

result URL, which greatly affects their search behavior. This defect can be remedied through equation 3.1.

Uq =

n
∑

i=1

c(A, q) ∗ click(A, q) (3.1)

In equation 3.1, c(A, q) represents the click through volume of the balance factor click(A, q) of webpage A.
The higher the Uq value, the more popular the page is. When a user performs a search activity, if they believe
there are similarities in the search activity, they will stay for a period of time. This behavior does not affect
users’ satisfaction with search activities. For this purpose, equation 3.2 is used to represent the weight of the
search time.

Time(A, q) =
ti

∑n

i=1 ti
(3.2)

In equation 3.2, ti is the set of words q that users find when spending time browsing websites. In the cloud
computing search process, there is a correlation between pages i and j, but there is a significant difference in
their weights [12]. When performing N iterations, in [0, t], the page construction matrix clicked by the user is
CNxN . Ci,j represents the number of clicks on i and j. If Ci,j and Cj,k are greater than 0, there is a relationship
between I, j, and k, as shown in equation 3.3.

K(A, Ti) = λ(IDA, IDTi
) (3.3)

In equation 3.3, K(A, Ti) represents the correlation between A and Ti. λ(IDA is used to describe the relevant
values found for two-page IDs. When users search for their desired content, their search behavior characteristics
and browsed information will be recorded in the log directory. Therefore, the main research content of the article
is the data analysis of logs. User log analysis includes searching for key words and user time periods. The
specific implementation steps are shown in Figure 3.1.

From Figure 3.1, it can be seen that the input data of the Map function is a segment in the log text.
The first MapReduce calculation process analysis found that the text content in the first column is a string.
The second column is the number of times this text is presented. During the second MapReduce calculation,
a set interface is used to pass the parameters to the user. Then the task is controlled by the main control
program [13]. However, when conducting searches, users choose web pages based on a large number of similar
topics. The imbalance is inevitable. Therefore, in addition to simple connections, an implicit connection also
needs to be considered. Therefore, the PR expression for calculating the conventional page ranking and page
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Fig. 3.2: Detailed comparison process for real-time feedback

Fig. 3.3: Map/Reduce model structure

X is shown in equation 3.4

PR(X) =
∑

(X,Ti)∈R

(

PR(Ti) (δ1f(X,Ti) + δ2T (X, q) + δ3k(X,Ti))
∑M

k=1 click(Ti, X)

)

(3.4)

In equation 3.4, the parameters δ1, δ2 and δ3 all represent the influencing factors. δ1 + δ2 + δ3 = 1. E is
used to describe the total number of web pages. d represents the damping factor. (Ti, X) represents the number
of clicks on web pages Ti and X. The higher the click through volume, the greater its relevance. During user
retrieval using cloud computing, a specific example of real-time feedback comparison can be obtained. This
process is shown in Figure 3.2. From Figure 3.2, it can be seen that the user selects the target webpage after
receiving a set of results from the search engine. The relevant ID number can be obtained. In addition, based
on the implicit value of association, the result set is compared with the implicit degree of association. The close
correlation of web pages is fed back to users as new search results [14]. The Hadoop distributed computing
platform can analyze and mine data from multiple aspects to infer user search preferences. Based on this, search
results are correlated with content to infer users’ emotional tendencies. The Map/Reduce model is shown in
Figure 3.3.

From Figure 3.3, it can be seen that the Map/Reduce model mainly consists of five parts. They are input
data, mapping state, intermediate document, reduced state, and output data. Hadoop cloud computing is used
to count user query records. Due to the large number of logs queried, Mapreduce needs to be calculated in
parallel. Through this operation, the number of keyword queries, the ranking of URL feedback results, and
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Fig. 3.4: A Classification Model Framework Based on Topic Related Sentence Extraction

the number of users can be calculated. Based on the user’s query patterns and preferences, a summary of
association algorithms is conducted. User search topics can improve user search efficiency.

3.2. Classification of movie reviews based on sentiment sentence extraction. In movie reviews,
text information often includes multiple movie themes. In addition, other movie theme reviews also include
some emotional words [15]. Therefore, when classifying words based on emotions, words and sentences that
are not related to the movie theme should be eliminated. Given the divergent nature of film review themes, a
method for emotion classification is proposed based on this research. That is to extract emotional theme related
sentences from movie review texts. The model framework for sentiment classification is shown in Figure 3.4.
From Figure 3.4, it can be seen that the extraction method is mainly divided into three stages. Firstly, sentences
related to the topic are found in the text. Then, sentences related to the theme are analyzed to determine
the subjectivity and objectivity of the text. Finally, the theme sentences related to subjectivity can be found
in the text, which is the theme sentiment sentences. The sentiment analysis of text is an sentiment classifier
constructed based on machine learning methods. Then the entire comment text’s emotions are classified.
Finally, the emotional orientation of the text is obtained [16]. Sentences related to the topic are divided into
subjective and objective categories. Objectivity sentences are eliminated. Afterwards, sentiment classification is
performed on the topic sentiment sentences. Machine learning methods are used to conduct emotional analysis
on comment texts and assess their emotional tendencies. Common machine learning methods include support
vector machine (SVM), maximum entropy, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and other methods. SVM is
a supervised learning model, which can analyze data, recognize high-dimensional patterns, classify emotions,
Logistic regression, etc. The SVM model performs well in classification performance. The samples are divided
into two types. A sample set is a collection of sample points {(X1, C1), (X2, C2), . . . , (Xn, Cn)}. In the sample
point set, Cj represents the category, with a value range of [-1,1]. A high-dimensional space vector is represented
by a number Xi. The mathematical expression of the classification hyperplane is shown in equation 3.5.

w · x− b = 0 (3.5)

The two are parallel to the optimal hyperplane and closest to the support vector. SVM modeling method
is used to find the optimal hyperplane, so as to transform the problem into the Quadratic programming
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Fig. 3.5: Step diagram of user sentiment prediction

optimization [17]. Based on Lagrand’s Mean value theorem, the hyperplane can be described by equation 3.6.

f(x) =
n
∑

i=1

(aic1x
T
i ) + b (3.6)

The maximum entropy can predict the results of probability distribution. That is to say, the prediction
result is to try to choose a uniformly distributed result. x represents the feature vector of the sample. yrepresents
the category of the sample. The eigenvector values of sample x in p(y|x) represent probability. The expression
for maximum entropy is shown in equation 3.7

H(p) = −
∑

(x,y)

p(y | x) log(y | x) (3.7)

Combined with adjustment function, known information can be presented relatively easily. So, the classification
based on the maximum entropy model evolves into the optimization of feature functions. This feature function
has constraints. The expression for obtaining the maximum entropy probability is shown in equation 3.8.

fi(x, y) =

{

1 if ”meet the conditions”

x otherwise
(3.8)

The optimized maximum entropy expression is shown in equation 3.9.

P (y | x) =
exp (

∑

i λifi(x, y))

Z(x)
(3.9)

In equation 3.9, Z(x)represents the factor. λ is used to describe the weight value of feature i. The maximum
entropy model does not need to consider whether each feature value is related, nor does it require independent
feature assumptions. However, based on attribute vectors, different attributes are randomly selected according
to their differences [18]. Therefore, when studying multiple categories, the maximum entropy model is the most
effective. On the basis of early emotional analysis, a prediction model that can automatically identify users’
future emotional tendencies towards movies has been constructed. In movie reviews, comments on future movie
emotions also include current movie sentiment reviews. Therefore, when conducting emotional analysis of the
text, this factor should be included. Based on the previous emotional analysis, a new emotional prediction model
has been constructed. The implementation steps for user sentiment prediction are described in Figure 3.5.

From Figure 3.5, the model has two classifiers. Therefore, it can be divided into two stages to analyze the
emotions of words. The sentences recognized by the first level classifier are sentiment classified by the second
level classifier. This classification will generate two types of surprises and disappointments. Among them, BSI
data is a type of data in statistical economics. The expression is shown in equation 3.10.

{

BSI(1) = TJ
TJ+BTJ

× 100%

BSI(2) = BTJ
TJ+BTJ

× 100%
(3.10)
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Fig. 3.6: Rating prediction process based on user comments

In equation 3.10, TJ and BTJ represent the number of recommended users and the number of non-recommended
users, respectively. The first classifier is a classifier based on temporal order. The second classifier is the po-
tential Dirichlet classifier. The accuracy of both classifiers has a significant impact on the accuracy of BSI. A
secondary classifier is constructed in the study. It is used as an influential factor in Sentiment analysis.

3.3. Rating prediction based on film review analysis. With the development of the Internet, rec-
ommendation technology is increasingly widely used in multimedia social media. The recommendation system
can accurately predict users’ preferences and help them find the most suitable product for themselves. The
current research focus is on how to accurately judge user preferences and product categories, thereby improv-
ing the accuracy of recommendations. A new emotion prediction model is constructed by utilizing words and
symbols with emotional meanings such as comments’ text information, user ratings, and emoticons. On this
basis, a sentiment prediction model based on evaluation is proposed. This model not only considers the ap-
plication of evaluation methods, but also needs to refine the evaluation text to mine information such as user
preferences and movie classification [19]. First, through the topic model, the potential topic distribution in the
comment information is determined. Then, through the Logistic regression model, each potential word that
has an impact on the generation of comment information and scoring is searched out. The internal correlation
between possible topics and actual comment information and ratings is determined. After understanding the
preferences and search behavior of elderly users, a new method is proposed to accurately grade and predict text
information. Then, the scores of the scoring prediction results can be sorted in descending order. Traditional
recommendation models focus on the impact of evaluation results on elderly users. However, traditional models
have cold start issues [20, 15]. After extracting the scoring features in the comment text, feature analysis can be
performed to associate user preferences with product categories. This can alleviate the cold start issue during
the recommendation process. In addition, the information in the comments can also be presented to elderly
users by selecting the most representative comment information based on the potential topic distribution. The
specific implementation process of a rating prediction model based on user comments is shown in Figure 3.6.

From Figure 3.6, the movie portrait module and rating prediction module are the two functional modules
that the model must have. User preferences, movie portraits, and Hadoop based user behavior analysis are
organically combined. Based on the regression model, a user rating prediction model is constructed. After
training the model, the trained model is used to predict ratings for movies that have not been rated by users.

4. User emotions analysis in social media networks. The movie reviews of elderly social media
network users are combined with machine learning, first level classifiers, and second level classifiers for sentiment
analysis. According to movie review analysis, rating prediction is achieved.

4.1. Emotional Analysis Results of Film Review Text. Based on machine learning for sentiment
analysis, various methods are used to analyze emotions in various movies, including SVMs, maximum entropy,
and Dirichlet. Then, based on this, a new model is established to analyze the text to determine the classification
accuracy of different machine learning methods. In the experiment, three methods are still used, including SVM,
maximum entropy and Dirichlet. The first level classifier is based on time series. The differentiated feature
values are used as evaluation indicators for the classifier. In the experiment, the 5-fold crossover method is used
to validate in the first level classifier and the second level classifier, respectively. The classification accuracy
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(a) The accuracy of emotional classification in
movies

(b) The classification results of the first level clas-
sifier on different feature items

(c) The classification results of a two-level classifier
on different feature items

Fig. 4.1: Classification accuracy and sentiment analysis results of the first and second level classifiers

and sentiment analysis results of the first and second level classifiers are shown in Figure 4.1.

From Figure 4.3a, under machine learning, the accuracy of emotion classification results is in descending
order of Dirichlet, maximum entropy, and support vector machine. The highest classification accuracy of the
three algorithms is 87.1%, 86.9%, and 86.5%, respectively. From Figures 4.3b and 4.1c, in the sentiment analysis
of the first and second level classifiers, the three classifiers have good classification performance for three different
types of features. Especially when both unary and binary grammars are used simultaneously, their classification
performance is better than the first two. The classification accuracy of the first level classifiers of Dirichlet,
maximum entropy, and support vector machine are 90.7%, 88.7%, and 87.4%, respectively. The classification
accuracy of the second level classifier is 86.7%, 83.7%, and 80.4%, respectively. From the classification results
of the three classifiers, Dirichlet has better classification performance than the first two classifiers. Therefore,
the method of analyzing the text of Dirichlet’s film reviews will be integrated into the research method for the
next step of emotional analysis.In the first and second level classifiers, the lack of distinction between emotions
results in the presence of both positive and negative emotion words in the comment text. In addition, the mixing
of different types of movies increases the difficulty of emotion classification. Thus, the classification results are
not satisfactory. Therefore, the emotional analysis of the film review text continues. In the experiment, 5 PC
servers are used to build a Hadoop distributed computing platform. Figure 4.1 shows the comparison results
of nodes and accuracy based on different data volumes.

From Figure 4.2, the overall effectiveness of the research method is superior to the other two traditional
methods. Hadoop is used to analyze the search behavior of elderly users, which can obtain relevant information
needed by elderly users and be used for subsequent emotional analysis. In addition, cloud computing models
will help better analyze user data. It can also effectively compensate for the shortcomings in the existing
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Fig. 4.2: Comparison results of three algorithms based on different page views

Table 4.1: Statistical results of user data on social media networks for the elderly population

Number Film Category Number of Users/People Number of Movies/Films Comment/Article

(1) Action 13,171 229 101,719
(2) Comedy 17,018 119 170,175
(3) Affectional film 12,843 151 58,419
(4) Science fiction film 8,657 120 86,562
(5) Suspense film 2,353 61 23,522
(6) Horror film 5,452 70 54,519
(7) Total 59,494 750 494,916

Hadoop distributed computing architecture.

4.2. Scoring prediction results based on movie review analysis. The experiment collected a large
amount of comment information from middle-aged and elderly social media network users in the data center,
including 59494 elderly users, 750 movies, and 494916 comments. Among them, movies mainly include six
types of domestic and foreign films: action films, comedy films, romance films, science fiction films, suspense
films, and horror films. The user data statistics results are shown in Table 4.1.

The dataset of movie reviews was randomly divided into a training set and a testing set in an 8:2 ratio. The
theme content and ratings in movie reviews are linked by HFT. The HFT source code is downloaded from the
website. The collaborative filtering (CF) method means that users with the same preferences can choose the
same movie. The subjective decision-making of traditional CF associated users is used to filter comment text.
Slope One is a widely used commodity Collaborative filtering method. This method has the characteristics
of simplicity and high efficiency, which is implemented by the open-source tool My Media Lite3.10. In this
chapter’s experiment, four methods, Slope One, HFT, R-Linear, and R-Logistic, are used as test systems. 5
tests are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the system. The Mean squared error (MSE) and accuracy
(ACC) results of the four methods are shown in Figure 4.3.

From Figure 4.3, the results of MSE are a comparison of the prediction accuracy of the scores. In actual
scores, the size of the score is generally between 1 and 5. However, the scores obtained through Slope One,
HFT, and linear regression are all decimal. Therefore, the evaluation values containing decimals were rounded
to meet the calculation requirements of ACC. Among them, random allocation and temporal allocation have
the highest MSE results on HFT, with 0.78 and 1.32, respectively. Random allocation and temporal allocation
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(a) MSE Results (b) ACC Results

Fig. 4.3: MSE and ACC results of four methods

(a) MSE Results (b) ACC Results

Fig. 4.4: Prediction Results of Six Types of Movies Using Slope One, R-Linear, and R-Logistic Methods From
Figure 4.4, the linear regression method has achieved good results in all six movie categories.

achieved the highest ACC results on Slope One, with 56.5% and 55.4%, respectively. Slope One, R-Linear, and
R-Logistic methods are used to predict action, comedy, romance, science fiction, suspense, and horror films.
The results are shown in Figure 4.4.

However, when the data suddenly changes, the results obtained by using the Slope One method to predict
six categories have significant fluctuations. From the experimental results, it can be seen that the predictive
analysis results of the research method are superior to the results generated by using Slope One. In the case
of sparse data, the research method can still have good stability and small fluctuations, with good MSE and
ACC results. When the recommendation system recommends a movie to users, they will first browse the review
information of the movie before they can understand the general content of the movie. The selection of user
representative comments is predicted. The results are shown in Figure 4.5.

From Figure 4.5, a video recommendation model has been established through the evaluation of viewers
and text analysis of their comments. Finding the comment topic in the movie’s comment text to obtain the
topic distribution of the comment text can project both user information and movie information into the same
space. The above process can obtain user preferences and movie portraits to establish a regression model. The
theme distribution and prediction are linked to recommend movies to users. Combining predictive methods,
representative evaluations were selected as support for this model. From the experimental data, the scoring
prediction model has shown good performance and special adaptability to data sparsity.
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Fig. 4.5: Prediction of user representative comments selection

5. Conclusion. With the development of the Internet, there are more and more comment texts that
integrate user emotions. There are more emotional commentary texts in the film field. To strengthen the user
sentiment analysis of social media networks for the elderly population, movie reviews are analyzed through user
search behavior. The results indicate that by analyzing the logs of elderly users, the behavioral patterns of
users can be discovered. The accuracy of sentiment classification results is ranked from high to low by Dirichlet,
maximum entropy, and SVM. The highest classification accuracy of the three algorithms is 87.1%, 86.9%, and
86.5%, respectively. The overall effectiveness of the research method is superior to the other two traditional
methods. The predictive analysis results of the research method are superior to those generated by using Slope
One. In the case of sparse data, the research method can still have good stability and small fluctuations, with
good MSE and ACC results. Therefore, this study will have certain guiding significance and practical value.
In the future, research will be conducted on automatic classification of subjective and objective texts.

Funding. The research is supported by: 2021 Guangxi Philosophy and Social Science Planning Research
Project. Approval No:21FXW013.
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